
Dax, Mobb Deep (Shook Ones, Pt. ll)
never been one for the fame it doesn’t satisfy
my wicked thoughts pen verses that are classified
90% of what you hear for me is watered down thoughts of my own because the real need alibis
and not one of you would save me if I get a case
your validation ain’t gon pay or keep my family straight
so i don’t care about your politics or deep state
just be glad my music doesn’t boost your cities murder rate
i’m GROUND BREAKING but was never SHAKEN
the PATH i PAVED exists without MAINSTREAM validation
the [MAIN-ones-who-STREAM] my music don’t live comment sections where narrative is concentrated 
on what i’m making or the lifestyle that I’m portraying that I can’t afford and would probably lead to tax evasion
so when you see me rocking Vans and the same jeans and expect more close your eyes and just use your imagination.
don't live vicariously through me
i shop at Walmart, Target and the jeans from Zumiez
the ROLE-i-MODEL isn’t one you gotta follow I am not an advocate for turning life into a movie
i’m a real person
and I don’t make my f*cking music for the circus
or the sheep who are pussy not assertive
My INTRO-versions CLIMAX when they grab my BOOK try to READ IT and do it a disservice
this a new CHAPTER
this is 5 years later from ROOKIE into a MASTER 
advancement in my vernacular
BLEEDS truth, SUCKS in the fake right out of ya nobody does it better and yes i COUNT DRACULA
SMACKING YA with the HAND OF GOD my WORD FLIPS RELIGIOUSLY TURN CHEEKS and improve your CARDIOVASCULAR cuz n*ggas gotta run my TRACKS back A MILE 
4 MINUTES the minimum unless you're ROGER BANNISTER
I wonder when they going to let the real back
RHYME.AND.POETRY definition of real R.A.P
storytelling the whole nine I mean that so many LINES the content would make a FIEND CRACK
OVERDOSE, then lean back
to B MAJOR ya have to C FLAT
SCALE your rhymes before the SCHEMES CRASH
i'll never MINOR cuz i've seen cash
THEY (mer)CEDES mad cheap i BENZ ridin a E CLASS
out in CANADA in the mountains with a ski mask with more SNOW BUNNIES than VINCE CARTER in KNEE PADS
and these people don’t see that I’m bringing more hits than MUHAMMAD ALI on a SPEED BAG
blow out both ya knee caps ya
PHYSICAL THERAPIES needed when Dax KICKING this ICE COLD 
or HEAT PADS will have to be applied where your FEET AT
you GETTING STIFF off the realness
you needa STRETCH
Societies obsess everything RIGHT-LEFT
saying DAX ain’t nice is POLITICALLY INCORRECT
I’m JUDICIAL
too OFFICIAL to play second fiddle
they KAMIKAZE your content 
S*ICIDAL their BOMB THREATS wage war DIVINE WINDS blow concepts 
I see [THE VISION they TRI-and-ANGLE DIVISION] keep ya CIRCLE small
they’ll [wrRECk-and-TANGLE ya PRISM]
off of COPYRIGHT and call it INFRINGEMENT
then 360 you into A-CUTE to play ya position
and that’s the definition of being in
music business
i’m a warrior
straight DESCENDANT
IMPERIAL REGIMES
is what I studied bend to this
time from a warped ROMANesque-collective where they rule, conquer, and CON-DESCENDANTS
They're conDESCENDing 
i’m HARD but I’m HARDly mentioned
in a PERIOD that got no SENTENCE
So when the PAIR-GRAPHS with my life ASCENSION
my PEAKS get LABELED as TOTAL VENGEANCE
my pen is endless
and not to mention I’m demented watch how the beats molested chopped and screwed into perfect sections



then reflected back in f*cked direction of society that lacks CONNECTIONS
SMS my TEXTs a threat to bill address these BARS COLLECT your IN(t)ner-nets and WEB schemes that O-ppress on BUTTONS that FREE-DOMes like it’s MALCOLM X
I’m not CIVIL-i-WRITE (rights)
For the people i fight
I go hard cause these songs could be saving life
Every night
Every-line
Every time
I speak my mind
There’s a chance I stop someone from dying
And Stop someone from crying
Or committing a crime
Whenever they're outta place
Im helping them realign
Combine
Find someone they can confide in
Every-time 
speak words that motivate
and get them back on the grind
And shine lifes divine
Why waste time inside ya mind
Climb to heights that so high you might have to fly

its Dax
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